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When Life’s Thread is Broken

 Ipray for you, who tore your depths in 
two. How you left your life wanting, 
hanging. A trimmed limb, broken 

by the wind, but not fully severed. How the 
Great Tree must yearn to be whole in part 
again; the fruits of future seasons’ harvest 
never ripe or ever picked.
 This moment is not life given in sacrifice, 
but passion taken by the end of strife. Holes 
blown through without a way back to where 
the thread began unraveling. Those loose ends 
must be forgotten now; Like ropes tossed off 
docks as ships continue on their way.
 How hard the soul must try to break 
through the tough muscle of our aching heart. 
We remain unmoved, our lungs uninspired. 

We never knew the silent knocking, all along 
was from our own self-loving. 
 The winds of time and change howl and 
scream outside our storm-beaten door; And 
closed for quiet it remains. Then the soli-
tude is deafening. Too much to bear, the self 
caught between a closed door and this soli-
tary confining inner air. 
 And when the darkness, in unpredict-
able tides passes, there is no way to see oneself 
or any other passage out. Except the holy door 
that hints of light with eyes shut tight. 
 The source of love is always just behind 
whatever veil we find ourselves behind. The 
veil torn down leaves pieces on each side. The 
Master Weaver must stop the work, and rise 
from the loom, to reattach the threads of this 
glorious living cloth. The lessons to be learned 
from life’s inevitable pain, must be patched 
together and on the great wheel be spun again.
 Lost opportunities from the depth of 
life’s great teacher, must be reset in the warp 
and re-thread in another way. Choosing to 
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stop the treadle doesn’t change the great 
fabric that blankets the infinite. 
 We are ever threads reaching for our 
warp and weft. The soul in source in  hopes of 
realizing its beautiful pattern. And dutifully, 
it mourns within the source when the thread 
is broken and must be mended, brought into 
perfection once again. 
 It is the joy of love forgotten that breaks 
us from our Weaver. When we no longer feel 
the hand and heart of love; Like the faith-
ful bobbin bringing our depths to surface to 
make the blanket strong. When conscious-
ness is risen on either side of who we are and 
what we’ve yet to be. 
 So I pray with you, for any soul, who 
has broken threads, that they may be tied 
back together into the Weaver’s great design 
in an even stronger way. So that none shall 
lose connection to the knowing of love’s 
protection when everything on earth feels as 
though it’s gone astray.


